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A sbnplified laboratory type ndel has been used. to study the

dispersive effects of !m1l scale alongshore topogcaphic variations on

the barotropic ution over the continental shelf. We consider small

perturbations about a basic state which is forced by a miform wind

stress having a delta ñmction behavior in time. In. particular, we

look at the effect of a single topographic disturbance which varies

over some finite distance ai.ongshore.. Since at such sl1 scales

(i. e., we look at aiongshore scales down to 1/6. of a shelf width) we

expect advection to become important, it is of interest to consider the

cnbiiied effects of advectian and dispersion. Solutions with no advec-

tion and with a particular value of the advecting velocity (namely half

the long wave phase speed) are obtained for several scales of the along-

shore topographic disturbance.

The solutions are plotted for various tis and it is found that,

for cmal 1 alongshore scales (how n1 1 is detemined by the magnitude

of the advecting velocity), topo-hy introduces a drag on the main

flow and a steady wake is developed. The wake propagates downstream at

the advecting velocity, plus the particular group speed for that wave-

length.
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The solutions for various antmts of dispersion are plotted. For

scales larger than twice the shelf width, ail the energy is found to

propagate in the direction of the long wave grotq velocity (for no

advection). As the scale of the alongshore disturbance becrins 1 ler

than the shelf width, the energy separates clearly into two groups

which travel at the two meIITII group velocities in either direction as

determined £r the dispersion relation (Figtne 2). The relative

mgitudes of the velacity components are also foi.id to depend on the

scale of the alongshore disturbance.

The stationary phase approximation is applied to the solutions for

no advection, and the mjjtiimn tii for which it yields acclnate results

is determined as a function of the abaagsliore topography scale. The

method is rather tedious compared to the nimericaL solutions (which give

us the solutions for all time).
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I. Introduction.

The effect of alongshore tao-hic variations on conthental

shelf waves has been. studied. in the long wave liinit by Allen (1976).

This study renves the long wave restriction and considers the dis-

persive effects that result fr. topophic features which have

alongshore scales of the order of, or snller than, the shelf width.

Since the Rossby number increases as the alongshore scale decreases,

it is of particular interest to include the effect of a.longshore advec-

tion. For steady advection velocities in a direction opposite to the

phase velbcity of shelf waves, this results in the develonent of a

steady wake downstream of the topographic disturbance. Mcintyre (1968)

has studied such effects in the context of zona1 currents iii a barotropic

fluid an a beta-plane, and has shown how wakes may be predicted asyito-

ticaily for long times.

In order to isolate the effects of variations in alongshore topo-

graphy, a simpi.e channel ndel is used. This asss that the ntion

on the continental margin and the ocean interior is uncoupled and peEnLits

sinple boudazy conditions. Several of the previous papers on continental

shelf waves (Allen(1976), Gill and (1.974), auchwald and Mn'

(1967)) utilize an exponential shelf profile. As a. further siip1ifica-

tion, the ude1 here eiçloys a shelf with a snmi.1 constant slope.



Since cmt±nental shelf waves are forced primarily by the wind

stress (M2m and Bucha1d (1969)) with spatial scales typically

larger than a shelf width, we force the tion with a simple wind

stress which is wxiforin in space, both across the shelf and alongshore.

We also assuu that the wind stress has a delta function beharior in

time, which models a brief but strong wind event. The wind stress

generates a cn'rent which subsequently interacts with the topography

and forces continental shelf waves. The wiunt of dispers ion in these

waves is found to depend on the ratio of the alongshore scale of the

tOpOgraphiC distirbmice to the shelf width.
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II. Fornuilation

The laboratory type idel that will, be utilized is sketched in

Figwe 1. The fluid is situated on an f-plane which effectively rotates

with constant angular velocity (f/2)k where k is a unit vector in the

vertical direction. When a wind stress is applied to the channel, it

creates a flux within a thin frictional layer at the surface. It is

this flux which provides the primary forcing for the :inviscid flow

beneath the surface layer, in the fo'nu of a boundary condition at the

thm71el walls (Gil]. and Schumann (1974)). The interior inviscid flow

is governed by the following set of diaisionless equations and boundary

conditions:

u +v +w aO, (2.la)x y z

+ RS7u v (2.lb)

6vt + Ru.Vv + u (2.lc)

0
-pt,

(2.ld)

u(x=O) u(x'1) -ST(t)H, (2.le,f)

where 6 is a paranter related to the continental shelf slope, R U(5) -1

is the Rossby number and S<<l, Rcl. The variables (u,v,w,p,) and

(x,y,z,t) have been. dimasionless by (U,U,H1L5'U,0Uft5,r0) and

(L5,L5,H1, (6f)1) respectively, where is the continental shelf width,

H1 is the depth at the deep side of the channel, t is a characteristic

value of the surface wind stress, and U o(poHf)
-1 is the characteristic

horizontal velocity. The equation for the depth of the channel is taken

tobe

(2.Za)



where

with

x 4 £f(x)g(y),

f(0) * f(l) - 0,

4

(2.2b)

(2.2c)

and c'<l is a m1 I paTanter depicthig the magnitude of the alongshore

topographic variations.

The. requixm.t that the weakly nonlinear flow is hydrostatic

(2.34) inlies that u - v 0. Thus, we can vertically integrate and

obtain the following vorticity equation:

where

r.

+ A v) (1 R) uHH1 +

A

(2. 3a)

(2.3b)

(2.3c)

The boundary citions w 0 and w vft,. have be applied at

the :top and bottn surfaces respectively. (1)
Now we assune the tion

to be composed of a basic. flow u0,v0,p0, which would describe the motion

if there were no variations in alongshore topography ( * 0), plus a

perturbation flow u1,v1,p1due to some g(y) in (2.2):

+ (2.4a)

v - v0
,

(2.4b)

+ (2.4c)

1me bo*mdazy condition,w(z a oj a o follow fona. the fact that
the Enan divergence, which is u?ortional to the wim4 stress curl,
is zero since we utilizing a constant wind stress.
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Thus, satisfying boidary conditions (2.le,f) by the lowest order flaw,

and utilizing the y- nmeutun equation (2.lc) we obtain the basic solution

and the boundary condition

u0 -r(t)/H, (2.5a)

= 1t t(t)dt
(2.Sb)

U1 0 On (xaO,l). (2.Sc)

For R<<l and cl we find that the perturbation flow is geostrophic and

substituthg equations (2.4a,b) in-ta (2.3) we obtin the following

equation for the perturbation pressure:

+ V i_)v() + p17 = v0f(x)g(y) (26a)Ay

where the advection velocity AVOaVA. The botmdary conditions for p1,

as obtained frcmi (2.Sb), are

0) p17(x 1) 0. (2.6b)

With the assumption that the transport in the perturbation flaw is equal

to zero (Yao (1978)), (2. 6a) is equivalent to

p1(x 0) p1(x a 1). (2.6c)

A set of orthogonal functions which satisfy (2.6c) and which allow

a sepamtion of variables in (2.6a) are

a sin(1cx), (2. 7a)

kafli (n=l,2,...). (2.Th)

xpnding p1(x,y,t) in texu,s of (x), we have

a t)$(). (2.8)



Substituting (2.8) into (2.6), we obpin the following siig1e equation

for

where

+ VA) cç7 - kf) + bv0g, (2.9)

f(x) Cx). (2.10)

Thus we have reduced. the prob1 (2.la to 2.lb) to fThing the solution

of (2.) with v0(t) given by (2.Sc). The form of wind stress utilized

here wiLl. be (t)V(t) which corresponds to an iinpul.sive forcing

at tO. The initial condition is

YCy,0) 0. (2.11)

In the following sections, we consider the solution to (2.9) for

the case nal and we c±rop the subscript on Y(y,t).
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III. thod of Solution

We ass a solution periodic iii y, which is equivalent to replacing

our tharmel ndei with a narrow gap circular aimulus (Figure 1).

This allows Y(y,t) in equation (2.9) to be represented by a Fourier

series in y. Since the shelf waves propagate with finite speed, to

obtain a solution for the channel case at large thnes, we sirply

increase the armailar. tircinnference to izisure that the waveont always

propagates into an undisturbed region. Using to represent the period

of Y(y,t) we have the Fourier transfonu pair

Yy,t) L,t)exp(-iy), (3.la)

1(t,t) l/ifY(y,t)ecp(i.zy)dy, (3.lb)

= 2cm/cs, (3.lc)

and similarly for g(y). Upon sthstituting this series expansion into

(2.9) we obtain the equation for ?(it,t).

+ iw? - iv0 (cii + LVA) 1, (3. 2a)

where

a L(k2 + L2) VAL. (3.2b)

Utilizing the imitial condition Y(t.iO)aO, and dioting the phase speed

(which in on fornilation is -w/L) by C we get

v0(l VA/C) (1 - e(-iiit)). (3.2c)

This yields the following solution for Y(y,t) upon inverting:

Yy,t) - 2v Rej0j(l VA/C) (1 - exp(-iut))exp(-ity),
(3.3a)



where

1/2, m 0
(3.31)1, mj0'

Re dotes real part, and g(y) is asstmied to be an even function.

To evaluéte (3.3a) we truncate the series and use fast Poiier
transfotn techniques. Denol(ng the Nth partial sn by YN(y,t) we have

where

Y(y,t)ZYN(y,t) Re 1m,n), (3.4a)

G(in,n) 2exp(-i2rflnJN), (3.4b)

is given by (3.2c), and y takes on the discrete values

tm/N (n=(11,. .. ,N- 1). The value of 4 is deternthied by requiring that

(3.4c)

For the range of t utilied, N is typically 512.



IV. Solutions.

As a model of an isolated topcgrphic. feature we asstnne that

g(y) has the fora of a Gmisian profile:

g (y). a g0exp C- (Zry) 2) (4.la)

! exp(_(2,rr)2)exp(iLy)dy, (4.lb)

where g0>O uid comespond to a subnrine canyon and g0cO to a ridge.

The paranter which deterithies the mai1iid. of the dispersive

effects is

r a (shelf width) / (Width of g (y)) L5/W. (4.2)

We vary r £i.C4fl rao.l (little dispersion) to r6. U (very dispersive).

Figure 2 is a sketch of the dispersion relation (k2+R.2) for the

first mode (for which ka,r), and. of the negative of the group velocity.

The maxbm.un group velocities in the -y and directions are found to

lte -ijlc2 and. 1/8k2 respectively, and occur at £=O and La v k. For VAIl0

the £.ot of the wave train is. expected to travel at these maxiinzn

group velocities, and the results clearly show this to be the case.

The wavemnnber of the zero group velocity is given by Lak, and the

results of section V for VA*O show that waves near 1hj wavenunber

are asynptoti11y &'l4m.at (as t-4-) in the expression for the tL1sient

energy.

For long, waves (L<<k) w is a linear function of 2.. and the waves

are nondispersive. In this l4nrit equation (2.9) simplifies to a first

order wave equation which has the so1ition

Y1y,t) 'v0(1 - Vk2){g(y-) -. g(n)}, (4.3a)
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a y + (1/k2 VA)t. (43b)

This is termed the "long wave" solution, and CLwa(i/k2VA) is texnd

the long wave phase speed. Since it is nondispersive and simple to

understand, Y given by (4.3) is a convenient reference to which the

solution for various degrees of dispersion can be cc!npared.

A. No ftdvection, A' 0

With no advection and with E(x)-sin(kx) the governing equation

(2.9) reduces to

Yyyt
k2Y + Y a vg (4.4)

For g an even ftniction of y, this has the solution

Y(y,t) - v0gfy) - 2v0ReJ0iexp(-iwt-iLy), (4.5)

2+,,2)-1
ar4 * 2 The Fourier integral corres-

pondi1g to the second term is amenable to the method of stationary

phase (which is looked at in detail in the appendx) and decays like

Thus for y/t-.O the soluHnn approaches v'0g (y). Also note

that the long wave sointion. ((4.3) with VAaO) is

Y 'v0(g(y) - g(T1i), (4.6a)

a y. + tfk2. (4..6b)

B. 4ñection, x 0

The magnitude of the advecr.ion velocity VA is taken to be

VAa ±1/2C, where C is the long wave phase speed. as dened



U
previously. This value is used. to clearly illustrate the effects

of advection.

On the Oregon conthiital shelf in the s""r a rough estiite

for a mean adçection velocity is 2Ois (IQmdu and Mien, (1976)),

and the long wave phase speeds for the first three shelf wave modes

are approximately 4OOans, 1OOis, and SOans respectively

(Q.ttchn and Smith, (1973)). IVAIa1/2CLW is not realistic for the

first two modes off Oregon, but it is representative for the. third

mode and may be reasonable for lower modes in other shelf regions,

especiaLly those at low latitudes.

There is an apparent singularity in the solution for Y(y,t) in

(3.3, 3.4) when CO, but this singularity is rnovab1e by defining

that term in the 1 ii t as C-O. The parameter A is picked so that C

vanishes exactly at a particular value of in. The value of in at CaO

is the waveninther of the resultant steady wake. Solving for this

singular wavenujnber in5, we have

2T'VA k2)1"2 (4.7)

A wake with this wavelength is obtained by looking at the steady

solution 1(y) to (2.8) which satisfies

Y'' + - k2)T a gf1. (4.8)

Req1iring, as found in the steady solutions or as may be justified

by group velocity arguments, that the wake does not exist upstream,

imposes the condition Y(-.)aO. Thus, get the solution

Y cpA){sin. pyfg()sin pd (4.9a)



where
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p a (l,'rA - k2)1"2 (4.9b)

For y>Z/r, where g(y) is given by (4.la), the upper l{m4t of

integration in (4.9) may be extended to and the steady solution be-

comes

Yy>2r) a / (2rp) 1g0exp C- tp/4r 2)
sinpy).(4. 10)

Note that the group velocity of thi c wake is zero since we saw in

Figure 2 that ' (k)0. This leads us to an. important result concern-

ing the wave resistance, which is discussed in ure detail in

Section V.

C. Discussion of Solutions

The solutions to (3.3) and (4.4) are plotted in Figures 3 through

6. The primary questions which the plots were designed to help resolve

are i) What are the dispersive effects of the tetn, and when can

it be neglected? ii) What are the effects of advection? iii) How are

the relative maiitudes of u and v affected by varying aEuits of

dispersion and by advection?

The thres chosen for the various plots of Y(y,t) and Y(Yt) have

been speti fied somewhat arbitrarily in tems of the number of adjusnent

iiw* for ra .25, where an adjustnent t4u Ta is defined as

TaCT) a (2rC) (4_il)

This corresponds to the t{i, in the long wave I (mit with no advection,

for the trave11iig wave to separate Ex the steady solution. The large
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tii value utilized here is T45Ta(25)2 The horizontal axis of all

plots have been scaled by a factor of 100. The diziensional y values

are therefore obtind by nniltiplying by 100L5.

rn Figure 3 the solution for Y(y,t) with and without advection

is compared for seven valilRs of r in the range 0.lr6.0. The advecthig

velocity util.zed is vA=l/zcLwiI2k. For Figure 3 the dEe is T4STa(2S)

on ali plots.

The relative magnitudes of u and ir, corresponding to the solutions
for and Y respectively, have been compared ui Figure 4a Vf1/ZC

Figure 4b (VAuO), and Figure 4c (VA=_l/ZCLW). The specific values of r

utilized here are r0.2S, 0.7, and 1.0. For each advectiiig velocity,

the solutions for these three r values are plotted on the s axis. A

relatively short tuii T5Ta(2S) is used for these figures so that the

imiltip lots are not too cluttered with dispersion.

Figure 5 is a direct comparison of the solutions for VfO,l/ZC,w,

d -1/2C for a single value of r(r-0.7). The tine is TSTa(ZZ) as

in Figures 4a,b, and c and the solutions here, with a slightly different

horizontal axis, can also be fomd in those Figures.

The plots of Figure 6 show the tume deve1opnnt çraz,5, and 8Ta(25))

of the solution Y(y,t) for VAaO and VA=l/2C in the relatively early

stages. For each of these advection velocities we look at rl and r3.

1. Dispersive Effects

The dispersive effects are best s1wiied by looking at the solutions

for no advechan. The range of r considered 0. 1r6.0 includes the

2This is a long time in the sense that the waves have had time
to disperse into long wave and short wave grots, and also in the
sense that the solutions are asymptotic, i.e., they can be obtained by
the method of stationary phase.
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solutions very close to the long wave limit (r0.l) and solutions

which are very dispersive (r6. 0). The specific intermediate values

of r were chosen to obtain a smooth gradation between these o extremes.

One of the fi.mdanta3. properties of dispersive wave trains, which

stands out clearly in the long tii solutions of Figure 3,

is the concept of a local wavenumber. The wavelength of the solutions

is seen to be a slowly varying function of space and t. Uso, the

group velocity of a p rtirn1ar local wavelength agrees with the predicted

value obtained £rciii the dispersion curve in Figure 2. For rl and no

advection, for example, we can obtain the following set of values for

the wavenumber as a fniction of y £LCiJL Figure 3:

bOy

-10 2.5]. -.014 -12.4.
-50 1.26 -.063 -55.0
-82 0.42 -.096 -85.0

Sinrilar results for the wavelength as a function of rii can be

obtained .Ez Figure óa.

For r0.5 all the energy is contained in wavernm,j,ers less than

kir, which is the point of zero group velocity (point A in Figure 2),

and no energy is propagateè towards positive y. For r0.S we see energy

starting to propagate with p3sitive group velocity. The point on the

dispersion cirve (Figure 2) of niaxiuua positive group velocity occurs

at L-k13 (point B on the dispersion curve), which corresponds to a

group velocity of l/Bk as mentioned previously. This medim es

the idea of a local wavemuther to be lost for p0. For it>k there

-esponds two different wavelengths, or stationary points if we are
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considering long tia behavior. The solution cons i.sts of the s.nn of

the contribution £Lm each. of these two wavelengths, and thus yields

the crmVlicated foxm observed in the figures.

Figne 4a shows a rather unintuitive effect which is also

attributable to dispersion. Although the steady solution is given by

g (y) (for no advection), we see tIat the magnithde of the solution

attains values greater than g(y) before the steady state is reached

Also, note that the igni1udp of '1(t) ,t) for r0 .7 is greater thn that

for r3. One might expect the ure dispersive case (r'3) to deviate

nre the steady solution, btt Figure 4a shows this is not the case.

This is an important result which is directly related to the amount of

energy put into the flow for different values of r. It will be shown

in Section V that this energy input atiiis a iniithxium for an intediate

r.

2. Advective Effects

The long wave solutions (4.7), (4.8), (4.10) reveal two fundamental

effects of adrection: a) a change in alitude a b) a change in the

phase and. group velocity. The amplitude of the flow' will increase or

decrease depending on the siwi and magnitude of the advecting velocity.

In partictil, the steady solution in the long wave limit is given by

equation C4.3) so that for VAC.dZ the ratio of the solution with

advection to that withxt. is 2, and for VA1C/Z this ratio is 2/3.

The doubling of the amplitude for VAaC/2 can be seen clearly in

Figure 3 for the first few values of r. This can be explained by

considering the characteristics of this first. order wave equation. As

the adirection velocity approaches C, the characteristics (which have
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slope CjV become vertical, and the solution r.4mc in the region

of the disturbance for a longer time. These. figures (particularly

Figure 3) also show how the advecting velocity has been added to the

free wave velocity.

The advection effect of greatest importance is the folliBtion. of

a steady wake or lee wave train whose wavenunber is given by (4.7).

This wake is formed only for i.e., for adiection velocities

which oppose but are less in magnitude than the long wave phase velocity.

The magnitude of the wake is fomd in Figure 3 to reach a nwriiiimi for

r1. This agrees with the wake magnitude given by (4.10), which pre-

dicts the inaxim&mi amplitude at r1.flO7. The wake £it propagates at

the group velocity of that wavelength plus the advecting velocity. The

anun.t of energy in the flow continues to increase as the wave

develops. The srce of this energy cones Li-on tile work done by the

drag of the topographic disturbance on the main flow. This is in direct

contrast to the situation found for no advection, where as the steady

state is approached the flow is along contours of constant depth and

hence the topographic disturbance merely thrme1s the flow without

obstructing it.

Figure 4c shows the solutions for VAuC/Z. Since no wake is

formed for advection velocities outside the range 0VAl/k2, this

solution is +mi 11' to, the case of no advecticin. It is included here

for ctnpleteness.

3. The Relative. Mgnituds of u and v

The cross-shelf velocity (u) is given by Ysin1c and the along-

shore velocity (v) is given by ?kcoslcc. Thus, the nmxbm .gnit"des

which u and v can obtain are given by and kY respectively. For
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short alcngshore scales (e.g., r3) and no advection the maxthiun u is

sigmificantly larger th2n the max±m v. This type of behavior does

not occur, however, if advectioc. is included. These facts are displayed

clearly in Figures 4a, b and c. For example, in Figure 4b we see that

v atti its inaxiim.nn value of 1 near the region of the topog-phy

function g(y),. and another local indun.of O.S. at y'Q.Ol. The solution

for u, on the other band, shows magnitudes of l. 4 respectively for

these two y values. For the tim considered in Figure 4b we see that

the solution is very close to the steady state in the region of g(y),

so that U. is given here by g' (y). The mad1nLnu value of g (y) for the

Gssian g(y) used is linear in r and is approdmate1y l.72r so that

for rO. 58 g' (y) will. attain magnitudes greater than g(y). Thus, only

the larger magnitudes of ii observed outside the steady state region are

attributable to dispersion.
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V. Energy Considerations

By inultiplyng equation (2.9) by Y(y,t) and ntegrathg over the

dmtniq of the disturbance ((a,b) where Y=O for y<a, y"b) we obtain the

following energy equation for Y(y,t):

- v0Yg'dy, (5.la)

E = l,2(y2 + k2Y2dy. (5.lb)

This expression for E(t) represents the 1detic energy n the pertur-

bation. flaw. We have

K.E. + v)dxd)r
b6l.(p)2

+ (p)2dxdy (5..lc)

The integral over x yields a factor of 1/2 beruse the cross shelf

structure is sin(kx). With Y(y,t) represented by a Fourier series, we

cmi. use Parseval.' s relation to obtain the following expression for

E (t):

(k + L21?(1.,t)i(-L,t) (5.2)
2

where n2ir&/ as before. In Figures 7a (VAO) and To lAlIZCLw) E(t)

as given by (5.2) is plotted for rO.l,O.2S,O..5,1,3 and

A. E(t)3 No Mvection

With no advection and g an even function of y equation (5.2) can

be written as

E 2r1j2 (1-cost)(k2 2)
(5.3a)

+ £2).1, and m (5.3b,c)



To obtain the steady state energy analytically we can use the Fourier

integral form of Parseval's relation which yields

E(t)
Es

- E.(t), (5.4a)

42j2 2
+ t2) d.% (5. 4b)

E1.,(t) 4i62cost(k2 + £2)d.t (5.4c)

are the steady state and trisient energy expressions, respectively.

For g (y) g0exp (- (2ry)
2)

we can integrate (S. 4b) to obtain

H5 = vgC/7ä k2/r + 13rr/2} (5.3)

A mii'iirtm' value of H5 is obtained at r=O.79. Also, note that

which is becaise infinite accelerations would be required for the flow

to follow the contours of an thfiiitely thin g(y); frictional forces

would becoi important in this limit. In Figure 7a ,E(t) is scaled

by H3 so that the approach to the steady state can be easily compared

for different values of r. The expression for E (t) can be evaluated

by stationary phase as y/t-'O and obtain

r2cos{t/2k - ir/4} (5.6)

The thne before (5.6) becomes valid, T1 is a fmction of r, and the

th utilized in Figure 3 is large enough so that this asymptotic

solutionisreachedforeachr. Sincethereisnoy-depenenceiflthe

energy, this stationary phase solution is nirh simpler to evaluate ihn

the solution for Y(y,t). We expect that E(t) will become asymptotic



precisely when Y does, since E(t) is merely the inte of 2+4.

Thus, the asymptotic solution for E (t) may a good method for estint-

ing T, for Y(y,t). Figure 7a shows that when rl for example, the

is = 8 units, which corresponds to 6 5 adjusnent This is in

good agreimnt with the results £ the direct method of estimating

by c paring the mgnitudes of the first and second teims in the

solution for Y(y,t) (Appendix).

B. aCt), With Mirection

The energy expression (5.2) for an advection. velocity of VA becomes

E(t) 2av12(l-coswt)(k2 + L2)(l_VA(k2 + £2))2 (57)

where is given by (3. 2b). Because of the first order poles at

which exist when the solution (5.2) is separated into its time depend-

ent and tiu iMependent conents, the method of stationary phase is

no longer applicable.However, the form of the solution and a simple

physical argument lead us to expect a linear behavior as t. The steady

wake is uniform in y(i.e., sinm3y) and in general develops at the

constant advecting velocity plus the group velocity of that parti"l r

wavelength. Since the group velocity at 2.'k is zero, the wake is found

to develop at There is energy propagating at a group velocity of

VAa1/8k, but we cmi expect this to become less and less siguificmit

by the following argmit. The rate of energy increase in the order

flow is proportional to the tt of energy extracted £Lu the basic

advection velocity through topoghy drag.. Since the solution approaches

a steady state in the region of the topoyhy3 the drag on the fluid

3This fact is not supported by the plots shown here. Mowever, by

tath2g times larger than t=45T (.25) it is 1oiown that the solution

near g(y) is very nearly stead by this time.
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rm.st approach a constit value = V(drag) constant).

The solutions for E(t) plotted in Figure 7 show that r1 puts nre

energy into the perttrbation flow thth the ire dispersive case r3.

This agrees with the results of Figure 3 and can be attrThuted to the

fact that the maxbiuint wake aznplitnde ocs at r1.11O7 as previously

mentioned. This particular g(y) is then the ust "obstructive" to the

flaw.
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VLSuninary

The effects of an isolated alongshore topographic disturbance

on the barotLwic ition over a. continental shelf have been studied.

The fluid is situated on an f-plane and is contained in an infinite

channel getnetry. The ition is forced by a wind stress which has

a delta ftiction behavior in ti and which is nifoxm in space. The

effects of advection have been examined by caring the solutions for

a particular magnitude of the advecting velocity, both positive and

negative, with the solutions for no advection. We also examine the

dispersive effects by varying the scale of the alongshore topo.i-phic

disti.nbance through values ranging from the long wave nondispersive

limit to a very dispersive case in which energy propagates in both

directions.

Mstthtg a perturbation expansion to represent the solution, where

the alongshore topography distxrbance is a second order forcing effect,

a linear vorticity equation is derived. Solutions are obtained by

ndal deccnposition in x, and Fourier i sIonthig in y. The Fourier

integ-rals are then evaluated ninericaUy by fast Fourier traisform

thods.

It is fotnd that for advection velocities in a direction opposite

to the wave phase velocities, a steady wake or lee wave train may form

downstreani of the topographic disturbance. The wavelength of the wake

depends on the magnitude of the advecting velocity, but is independent of

the scale oE the alongshore topography. This wake starts forming iiatediately

and advances downstream at a velocity equal to the advecting velocity

plus the particular group velocity of the wake wavelength. The magnitude
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of the wake, which is related to the amomt of drag that the topog-

raphy exerts on the main flow, depends on the alongshore scale of the

disturbance, and is found to reach a maxinn.im when the scale is ayrox-

imately equal to the continental shelf width. For advection velocities

in the same direction as the wave phase velocities, no wake is formed

and the solution is s{iilar to the case of no advection.

With no advection the waveiimter spectrtmi of the energy in the

flow ii1i1t-ed by the alongsbore topogphy disturbance depends on the

scale of that disturbance. For a scale roughly ten tijs the width of

the continental shelf, there is very little dispersion and the so3ixtion

approaches the long wave nondispersive linit. As the alongshore scale

becomes 5n11 er, more and more energy is contained in the short waves.

For scales equal, to or less than roughly three shelf widths, energy

starts to propagate in the direction opposite to the long wave phase

speed.

The relative agnitudós of u and v have also been examined both

with and. without adveciton. For advection in the direction of the

long wave phase speed and. for no advection, the maxiiman cross-shelf

velocity conponent in the highly dispersive case is £oi.uid to attain

siüficantly larger (i. to a factor of 4) maWaitudis than the maxiimun

alongshore velocity. With wake favorable advection Copposfrg the long

wave phase speed) u and v are roughly the magnitude for the par-

tjc"l advection velocity U141 i zed here. The wavelength of the steady

wake depends on the advecting velocity, however, and hence u will

increase as the wavelength decreases.

The energy in the perturbation flow as a function of tii is
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calculated for no advectjon and for wake favorable advectim. With

no advection. ,the energy is fod to oscillate about the steady v-1u

with the aqlitnd of the osti11ations decaying like t3"'2. Por

advectiQn which opposes the long wave phase speed, a wake is formed

and the energy does not approach a steady value but constantly in-

creases (linearly for large time). The soi.wce of this energy is the

work done by the drag of the topophy on the main flow.

In conclusion, the sale of the ai.ongshore topographic disturbance

deteruthies not only the degree to which the shelf waves will disperse,

but also the mt of obstruction a given tOpO-dphy scale will offer

to the basic flow, provided the basic flow is large enough for advection

to be important.
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.APPENDIX

Stationary Phase Solutions

Longuet Higgins (1965) d Cane and Sarachik (1976) have used

stationary phase to evaluate integrals of the form:

where

I J(t)exp(-i(ut + 2.y))d., (5.la)

W(L) = &(k2 + £2)l (5.lb)

The stationary phase solutions for the case Vf 0, were looked at in

considerable detail. To find the tirre before the solution becons

asnptotic Cr), we need to look at the magnitude of the second

term in the stationary phase solution. For an even g (y), the first
two teIns in the stationary phase expansion of the integral in (5.1)

are (Whit1n(l974))

)(2ir(tI&'(. )I)1'2cos(w( )t + x y ± 7r/4)(l ± Wt)
ST.Pr. $ S 5

(5.2)

where + sii is taken if u''>O (c0), and where

-1 ,,,2
M (k''l) (-- ' :'- ) (5.3)

For the dispersion relation (5.lb) there are real stationary points

in the range -CC/8, where yft, and C,=lfk2. The nagriitnd

of the cuantity M was cairni t.ed for rO .5,3. The results of these

calculations are shown Crable 1) where is given, in units of and

M is given in units of Ta Cr) as defined in (4.11).

For c-0.2 and slight dispersion (r'0.5), the solution has decayed
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to a very im.1l magnitude and though may be large,. is still

nafl. So the stationary phase solution is good even though the second

term. is larger than the first. From Table 1 we have the results that,

away La the leading edges of the disturbance the first term can be

expected to be very- good for tlOTa to 3OTa for r3.O while for r'O.S

the first term should be good for even nii shorter tis ttA

reason stationary phase breaks down at the endpoints is beiie w"O

there. Better approximations near the leading edges can be obtained

using a save £-uut analysis which gives the solutions in the form of

Airy ftictions (Cane and Sarachik (197ö)).

Thus, we see that the plots in Figure 3 with could be

approximated quite weU by the first term in. the stationary phase

solution. The actual plotting of these solutions is far nre tedious

than the nthod used here, and the accuracy- breaks down at the leading

edges, where a solution from a wave £ut analysis should be patched

on.



TABLE I

Secid Tei,n of Stationary Phase Solution

M(r"3.0) M(r0.50)

-.996 1410.00 235.000

-.800 3.81 .600

-.600 1.37 .196

-.400 1.17 .152

-.200 1.38 .370

000 3.18

.025 4.12

.050 5.90

.075 9.30

.100 20.30

.12]. 292.00
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Figure 1: The channel model used corresponds to a narrow gap
circular annulus which rotates at angular velocity
1/2fk , and has a small constant bottom slope . The
effect of an isolated alongshore topography distur-
bance (W) is considered.
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Figures 3a through 3g: The solution Y(y,t) ,with VAO and. VA=l/2CLW,

is plotted for seven dlifferent topography scales R, in the range

0. 1R6. The nonadvective and advective cases appear in the upper

and lower figures respectively. The time is given by T=45Ta(o2S)

Figure 3a: R = 0.1

Figure 3b: R = 0.25

Figure 3c: R = 0.4

Figure 3d: R 0.7

Figure 3e: R = 1.0

Figure 3f: R = 3.0

Figure 3g: R = 6.0
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Figure 4a: The relative niagnitudes of u and v are compared for VA1/2CLW,
and 3 different alongshore topography scales R. Y(y,t), cor-

responding to u, and k1Y(y,t), corresponding to v, are plot-

ted in the top and bottom figures respectively. TSTa(25)
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The cross shelf velocity u is found to increase greaty for
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A topography scale yielding intemeaiate dispersion, R0. 7,
is utilized. T=ST(.25).
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Figure 7a: With VAO the energy E(t), scaled by the steady state

ValUe E, is plotted for R=O.l,O.25,O.5,l, and 3. The maximum time

is T=2OOlOT(.25).

Figure 7b: For an advection velocity of VA=l/ZC the energy E(t) is

plotted for the sane values of R and of maxi.mun time as in Figure 7a.
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